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ABSTRACT 

 

Multimedia Mart is a dynamic and user-friendly MERN (MongoDB, Express.js, React.js, 

Node.js) stack website designed to cater to the needs of students and individuals seeking 

multimedia related products. The objective of this project is to provide a convenient 

platform for users to purchase and sell a wide range of multimedia products. 

 

React.js was used for the frontend, Node.js was used for the backend server-side logic, 

Express.js was used for the creation of the API, and MongoDB was used for storage 

throughout the development process, hence the MERN stack. 

 

The "Multimedia Mart" project's overarching goal is to supply students with a convenient 

and thorough online storefront where they can browse and buy a wide variety of 

products. The website offers a wide variety of products, meeting the needs of a large 

audience, thanks to its support for both independent vendors and traditional stores. 

 

This defense project will explain the goals, objectives, features, implementation & the 

work process of the website called “Multimedia Mart”. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Introduction 

In today's world, e-commerce websites have emerged as a vital part of growing 

companies, and web development has emerged as an essential step in the process of 

developing these websites. Web development is the process of designing and developing 

websites, as well as optimizing their functionality and performance to provide users with 

an enjoyable experience and protect financial transactions [1]. 

 

I developed “Multimedia Mart” as a very user-friendly website that will provide a 

seamless experience for both buyers and sellers. To ensure secure access, login and 

signup pages are implemented for both users and sellers. Account activation is a 

mandatory step, requiring users to click on an activation link sent to their email 

addresses, thereby verifying their accounts and ensuring a reliable user base. The website 

incorporates strategic sections such as the "Best Selling" page, showcasing the most 

popular products, and the "Featured Products" section, which highlights the latest 

additions to the marketplace. These sections serve as valuable tools for users to explore 

trending items and stay updated with the latest offerings.  

 

To cater to the specific needs of sellers and users, dedicated dashboards are provided, 

offering a personalized and efficient management system. Additionally, an admin role is 

implemented to oversee and maintain the smooth functioning of the website, ensuring 

proper moderation and resolving any potential issues that may arise. A critical aspect of 

any e-commerce platform is the payment options it offers. "Multimedia Mart" supports 

two payment methods: credit card payments and cash on delivery. This flexibility 

provides users with convenient and secure payment choices during the checkout process. 
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1.2 Objective 

My main goal in creating the "Multimedia Mart" website is to serve as a platform for 

selling multimedia-related products, with a specific focus on satisfying the needs of 

students. Aside from providing as a platform for selling multimedia products, another 

primary goal of developing the "Multimedia Mart" website is to demonstrate my talents 

and expertise in web development. By creating this website from the ground up, I hope to 

demonstrate my skills to design and develop a fully functional and user-friendly website 

that can meet the needs of a certain target audience. 

 

 

1.3 Inspiration 

My inspiration for taking on this project began when our beloved Head of Department, 

Md. Salah Uddin sir, enrolled in a Web Engineering course. As a result, my interest in 

web building grew, as did my ambition to demonstrate my abilities in this field. The idea 

of creating a website from scratch up, merging numerous technologies, and executing 

sophisticated functionality piqued my interest. I wanted to show off my web developing 

abilities. 

The concept for "Multimedia Mart" evolved from my love of technology, understanding 

of student needs, and enthusiasm for web development. This project provided an 

excellent opportunity to apply my creativity, problem-solving skills, and technical 

knowledge to a real-world application that would assist me in the future. 
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CHAPTER 2 

RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS 

 

2.1 Understanding MERN Stack 

MERN stack is essential in 2023 and in high demand because of its wide application in 

the web development community. It is used for its ease and dynamic nature [2]. In all 

addition, the MERN stack is an all-inclusive solution that includes front-end as well as 

back-end development. The MERN stack includes of four crucial technologies that are 

developed on top of JavaScript. This is how they look: 

 

2.1.1 MongoDB (Database) 

If an app stores any kind of data, like a social platform that keeps track of user accounts, 

content, comments, likes, and other similar information, it needs to use a database. There 

are a lot of different databases to choose from, but MongoDB has been chosen as the best 

database for the MERN stack [3]. MongoDB is a NoSQL database that gives web 

application developers the ability to handle the databases of their online apps. Using the 

MERN stack, we can write documents that are made up of key pairs, like JSON [4]. 

 

 

Figure 2.1.1: MongoDB Structure 
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There are many advantages of using MongoDB as database, they are – 

• This framework can be built up efficiently, and it can handle document models. 

• MongoDB offers a huge and active community as well as a good ecosystem of 

tools, libraries, and resources. 

•  MongoDB has very good flexible schema that makes it possible to manage 

dynamic data structures. 

• MongoDB provides support for a wide variety of coding languages and platforms, 

which leads to an increase in the database's adaptability and the number of ways it 

may be integrated. 

• MongoDB has built-in support for cloud environments, which makes it easy 

handle databases in cloud platforms like Amazon Web Services [5], Microsoft 

Azure, and Google Cloud Platform. [6]. 

 

2.1.2 ExpressJS (Backend) 

Express.js is a widely used web application framework for Node.js. It helps to create web 

applications and APIs easier by being simple, flexible, versatile, and having a number of 

other features [7]. In addition, the ExpressJS framework offers support for a wide variety 

of middlewares, which helps keep code clean and makes it less complicated to build. 

Advantages of using ExpressJS are – 

• Simplicity: Express.js gives enough structure to construct web apps without 

restricting code organization. This makes it appropriate for small applications to 

large-scale systems. 

• Routing: Express's flexible routing system lets users specify the behavior for 

various routes. Different HTTP methods (GET, POST, PUT, DELETE, etc.) can 

each have their own defined routes. 

• Performance: Its lightweight design allows it to handle requests more quickly 

than other frameworks.  
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2.1.3 React (Frontend) 

React is a JavaScript library that can be used to make dynamic frontend web apps. The 

library lets JavaScript writers build complex interfaces with simple parts that connect the 

application to the backend server and show them as HTML. The main benefit of using 

React is being able to handle stateful, data-driven applications with less code [8]. 

 

Figure 2.1.3: ReactJs Project Structure 

 

React has had a phenomenon impact on web developing landscape and become an 

important part in modern web development. Here are some advantages of using react- 

• Better speed: React.js uses a virtual DOM to improve performance, which means 

that complex UI components load faster and the user experience is smoother. 

• Server-side rendering: Support for server-side rendering in React.js boosts 

search engine optimization and decreases user wait times. 

• State Management: Redux is a state management library for React, which 

focuses on the UI layer. These libraries simplify application state management 

and data flow. 

• Huge User-Base: Many large websites and services, including as Facebook, 

Instagram, Airbnb, and more, use React. Its scalability and dependability are 

demonstrated by the fact that it is used by popular applications and websites. 
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2.1.4 NodeJS (Runtime Environment) 

Node.js is an effective runtime environment for running JavaScript applications outside 

of a web browser. It brings the JavaScript language to the server-side, which lets 

developers build flexible, high-performance, event-based apps [9]. In summary, we 

require Node.js to use Express.js, which communicates with our front-end. 

 

 

Figure 2.1.4: NodeJS Architecture 

 

The advantages of using NodeJS are – 

• Versatility: Node.js is a lightweight and scalable runtime environment for 

developing JavaScript-based server-side applications. 

• Fast Execution: Because it is based on Chrome's engine, the process of executing 

code in it is quite quick. 

• NPM (Node Package Manager): The powerful package manager that comes 

with Node.js is called NPM. It has a large collection of open-source tools and 

modules that are easy to add to apps. 
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• Real-Time Applications: Node.js is great for making real-time apps that need 

clients and servers to talk to each other right away. With platforms like Socket.io, 

it's possible to build real-time features like chat apps, live messages, and tools for 

working together 

 

2.2 How MERN stack works? 

The MERN stack's structure is outlined in the diagram below. We can see that it is built 

from a front end, a back end and a database. This is known as a complete stack 

architecture. 

 

Figure 2.2: Architecture of MERN stack 

The graphic shows how MongoDB, NodeJS, and Express are used to create the backend 

of websites. This implies that these frameworks handle numerous related tasks, including 

as database administration, scripting, HTML documentation, and HTTP requests [10]. 
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Finally, the React framework's job here is to handle HTTP requests. We can use Http 

calls to set up dynamic data downloads without having to reload the page. It's because to 

this that the final product is a lot quicker than the typical front-end software. To put it 

simply, MERN is a powerful technology platform. The MERN stack's four components 

complement one other, making it more comprehensive. 

 

2.3 Multimedia E-commerce Landscape 

The world of multimedia e-commerce is a growing and changing part of the e-commerce 

business as a whole. It is all about buying and selling multimedia products online, like 

electronics, gadgets, accessories etc. This digital revolution has changed a lot about how 

people use multimedia products. As a result, an e-commerce site like "Multimedia Mart" 

is very important for meeting the many needs of today's consumers. 

 

2.3.1 Growth and Significance 

Over the last decade multimedia e-commerce has evolved very quickly. With the rise of 

high-speed internet connections, mobile and other digital devices, customers now have 

easy access to a wide range of multimedia products. Growing use of digital media for 

entertainment, learning, and work has increased online demand for multimedia products. 

 

Figure 2.3.1: Projected E-Commerce Growth 
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As we can see, A recent market study shows that the e-commerce business in Bangladesh 

is projected to grow by 17.61% per year, with the goal of reaching Tk149,966 crore in 

2026 [11]. 

 

2.3.2 Challenges 

Multimedia related e-commerce platform have a lot of promise, but it also has some 

problems that need to be fixed for it to be successful in the long run. These problems 

affect both well-known platforms and new platforms like "Multimedia Mart," so it's 

important to understand them and put together effective strategies. These challenges are- 

Fierce Competition: Platforms from industry giants to new entrepreneurs compete for 

consumers' attention. Newer startups struggle because established companies have brand 

recognition and a huge client base. Unique products and services, great user experiences, 

and innovative marketing methods are needed to separate the "Multimedia Mart" from 

other competitors [12]. 

Security Concerns: Online purchases and personal data sharing have raised data security 

and privacy concerns. Data leaks, identity theft, and cyberattacks can damage user’s trust. 

"Multimedia Mart" must prioritize security, develop secure payment methods, and 

reassure users of its data protection. 

Technological Changes: The fast-paced evolution of technology has advantages and 

disadvantages. Constant technological innovation continually shifts customer preferences 

and the competitive landscape. To remain competitive, "Multimedia Mart" must adapt to 

these changes by keeping its platform up-to-date and in step with users' ever-evolving 

demands. 

Counterfeit Products: Fake products are a major issue in e-commerce, particularly 

multimedia. These items harm user experience and the platform's reputation. "Multimedia 

Mart" needs strict quality control to check product authenticity via its platform. Review 

and feedback processes can help discover and resolve counterfeit merchandise. 
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2.3.3 Target Audience 

The demographic of multimedia e-commerce customers has expanded beyond traditional 

boundaries. The primary target audience for multimedia e-commerce platforms like 

"Multimedia Mart" includes students, tech-savvy individuals, and regular users of digital 

media. Students, in particular rely on multimedia related products for educational 

purposes. The platform's focus on this audience aligns well with their needs for 

affordable, high-quality multimedia products. 

 

2.3.4 Product Categories 

Various Multimedia e-commerce platforms offer a wide range of product categories, such 

as electronic gadgets, digital contents, softwares etc. As you can see there are mix 

between hardware and software related products, I chose to select multimedia related 

hardware products on my “Multimedia Mart” e-commerce site. The reason behind is, in a 

competitive e-commerce landscape, offering hardware products can help differentiate my 

platform from others that primarily focus on digital content or software. This uniqueness 

could attract customers seeking a wide-ranging shopping destination. 

 

 

Figure 2.3.4: “Multimedia Mart” Product Categories 

By doing an in-depth analysis of the multimedia e-commerce landscape, "Multimedia 

Mart" has the ability to position itself strategically in order acquire an important part of 

the market while simultaneously satisfying the requirements of its target audience. 
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2.4 Related Websites 

Here are some successful websites that I’ve taken inspiration from in order to create a 

compelling and competitive platform like "Multimedia Mart."  

 

2.4.1 BestBuy 

BestBuy is a major electronics retailer in the United States offering a wide range of 

multimedia products. Best Buy is ranked no.3 as a computer electronics and technology 

ecommerce website with an estimated figure of 192.70 million monthly visits [13]. 

 

 

Figure 2.4.1: BestBuy Website 

Features: 

• An interface that is easy to use and focuses on tech and multimedia. 

• An easy way to sign up and log in. 

• Sections for best-selling and featured goods that are easy to find. 

• Accounts for users to keep track of orders. 

• Credit cards and PayPal are both safe ways to pay. 
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• Detailed product specifications and customer reviews. 

 

2.4.2 eBay 

eBay is an American international ecommerce company. Worldwide, they've delivered 

millions of items. It is one of our top ecommerce websites since they sell electronics, art 

& collectibles, accessories, sporting items and more. 

 

Figure 2.4.2: eBay Website 

Features: 

• User-friendly platform with a wide-ranging product catalog. 

• Efficient account creation process. 

• Auction-style listings and fixed-price options for sellers. 

• Sections for featured and trending products. 

• Opportunities for individual sellers and established brands to participate. 

• Buyer and seller dashboards for transaction management. 

• Secure payment options including PayPal and credit cards. 
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2.4.3 Star Tech 

Star Tech is a well-known technology-focused e-commerce platform in Bangladesh 

offering a wide range of electronics and tech-related products. 

 

Figure 2.4.3: Star Tech Website 

Features: 

• Search and filter options for easy navigation. 

• Add to cart, checkout functionality & Order tracking and history. 

• Well Responsive web design for different screen size and devices. 

• It has a custom PC building option. 

• Huge variety of electronic and multimedia related products. 

• Secure payment options including Bkash, Nogod, Rocket and credit cards. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SOFTWARES USED TO IMPLEMENT MY PROJECT  

 

3.1 Visual Studio Code 

Visual Studio Code (VS Code) is a popular text editor and Integrated Development 

Environment (IDE) among developers for creating web applications, including those 

created with the MERN framework. It provides a robust and feature-rich environment for 

writing, revising, and debugging code quickly. Developers can concentrate on their code 

thanks to VS Code's user-friendly interface and clean architecture. It provides features 

such as code highlighting, autocompletion, and code excerpts, which can accelerate the 

development process and reduce coding errors [14]. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Visual Studio Code Interface 
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3.2 Node.js 

Node.js is a JavaScript runtime that enables server-side execution of JavaScript code 

outside the browser. It facilitates the development of server-side applications using 

JavaScript and offers a variety of packages and modules from the npm (Node Package 

Manager) ecosystem. 

 

Figure 3.2: Node.js Logo 

3.3 Express.js 

Express.js, a web application framework built on Node.js, is widely used. Through the 

provision of routing, middleware, and other utilities, it facilitates the development of web 

servers and APIs. Express.js is utilized for the management of server-side logic, the 

definition of routes, and the communication with databases. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Express.js Logo 
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3.4 MongoDB 

MongoDB, a NoSQL document-oriented database, is frequently utilized in web 

application development, including MERN stack applications. It's appropriate for a 

variety of applications due to its flexible and scalable data storage and retrieval. Complex 

data associations can be handled efficiently using MongoDB's flexible data model. It 

allows embedded documents and arrays for nesting and hierarchical data representation. 

In e-commerce applications that handle product catalogs and user reviews, this flexibility 

is useful. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: MongoDB Logo 

 

3.5 React  

React is a powerful JavaScript library for building dynamic and reusable user interfaces. 

Its component-based architecture, virtual DOM, one-way data flow, and extensive 

ecosystem of tools and libraries make it a popular choice for web developers working 

with the MERN stack. React's focus on performance, maintainability, and scalability 

contributes to creating robust and efficient web applications. One of the best things about 

React JS is that it lets us reuse components. Developers don't have to write different 

codes for the same features, which saves them time. Also, if we change something in one 

part, it won't have any effect on the rest of the program. 
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Figure 3.5: React Logo 

 

3.6 Figma 

Figma was used as this project’s UI/UX tool since it allows to create a user-friendly 

website. Figma is a low-cost, user-friendly, and adaptable tool for creating wireframes, 

prototypes, and user interfaces. It has unique design tools that give web developers an 

interesting experience. It can be used for a variety of jobs, such as vector drawing, user 

interface design, app design, and prototyping. The world's leading companies, including 

Airbnb, Dropbox, and Instagram all utilize this prototype tool [15]. 

 

 

Figure 3.6: Figma Logo 
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3.7 GitHub 

GitHub is a widely-used platform for storing and discussing programming projects' 

source code. It's a platform used by numerous businesses and non-profits to improve 

project management and teamwork among their programming team. As of October 2020, 

it has more than 60 million new repositories and over 56 million developers, making it 

the most popular source code site [16]. 

 

 

Figure 3.7: GitHub Logo 

 

3.8 Chrome Devtools 

Chrome DevTools is a complete collection of tools that enables developers to build, 

debug, and optimize websites more effectively, which ultimately leads to improved user 

experiences and more effective web apps. It's an all-inclusive set of tools for analyzing 

page performance, debugging code, and making changes. Among the many options are 

renaming the class, adding a new attribute, and tinkering with the existing ones' values. 
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3.9 Dependencies 

1. material-ui 12. react-toastify 

2. redux-toolkit 13. socket.io-client 

3. tailwind CSS 14. cookie-parser 

4. axios 15. cors 

5. country-state-city 16. dotenv 

6. stripe 17. express 

7. react 18. jsonwebtoken 

8. react-router-dom 19. mongoose 

9. react-icons 20. multer 

10. react-lottie 21. nodemailer 

11. react-redux 22. nodemon 
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CHAPTER 4 

DEVELOPMENT AND WORKFLOW 

 

4.1 Introduction 

The development of "Multimedia Mart," a user-friendly MERN stack e-commerce 

platform, aimed to innovate the way multimedia products are traded online. The idea and 

creation of "Multimedia Mart" were meant to make it a central place for people who are 

involved in multimedia, students, and people looking for a wide range of multimedia 

related products. The project went through a long development process with many 

important steps. Each of these steps added to the platform's general functionality and user 

experience. This part is an in-depth look at the process of making this website, including 

the architectural choices, workflow and the most important features and functions. 

 

4.2 Key Features and Functionality 

Through the combination of MERN stack technology, this platform managed to develop 

a wide variety of features and functionalities that addressed the varying requirements of 

its users: 

 

4.2.1 User Authentication and Verification 

User authentication is a key part of any online platform. It makes sure that users can 

access the platform safely and keeps user data safe. "Multimedia Mart" set up a strong 

security system that included safe ways to register and log in. User information, like 

passwords, was protected to make it safer. The security of user accounts was improved by 

adding a verification email system, which made sure that only real users could log in. 

After signing up, users got an email with an activation link. 
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Figure 4.2.1.a: Register Page 

To go through a protected route, user must have an id. So, the page will redirect to 

register page as the image above and if the user has already an id, he should click on 

‘sign in’ and it’ll redirect to login page as the image below. 

 

Figure 4.2.1.b: Login Page 
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Figure 4.2.1.c: Verification email 

User will get a verification email via Gmail and if they click the link their id will be 

automatically activated. 

 

4.2.2 Seller Integration & Product Management 

Sellers, whether individuals or established shops have the tools to manage their products 

through dedicated dashboards. The 'Create Product' feature empowers sellers to provide 

product details description, including name, category, price, product stock, tags and high-

quality images. This dashboard serves as a hub for tracking sales, monitoring pending 

orders and overview earnings. 

 

Figure 4.2.2.a: Create Product 
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Figure 4.2.2.b: All Orders 

In the image above, we can see that the seller has access to all of the orders he has 

received through the seller dashboard. In the image below, we can see that a seller has a 

specific section of his or her profile that is dedicated to them. 

 

Figure 4.2.2.c: Seller Profile 
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4.2.3 Full Responsive 

Users are able to visit the “Multimedia Mart” through desktop computers, laptops, tablets 

or smartphones thanks to the site's responsive design. Which provided a consistent and 

very accessible platform for all of these devices. The platform's overall authenticity and 

accessibility were both improved as a result of the dedication to responsive design, which 

not only led to an increase in user satisfaction but also brought it into alignment with 

modern web design standards. 

 

Figure 4.2.3: Responsive Design 
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4.2.4 Best Selling and Featured Products 

“Multimedia Mart” has the "Best Selling" and "Featured Products" section that helps to 

attract more users and is very useful to both sellers and buyers. The "Best Selling" section 

highlighted products that got a lot of sells, so users can see what is popular. This 

information is very helpful for both people who wants to buy or sell because it shows 

them how the market is changing and what people likes.  

 

 

Figure 4.2.4.a: Best Deals 

The "Featured Products" section displays off the newest additions to the site, making 

users excited and helping them find new things. This feature makes people want to come 

back and keep their interest. 

 

Figure 4.2.4.b: Featured Products 
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4.2.5 User, Seller and Admin Dashboards 

User, seller, and admin all have their own dashboards, which make the user experience 

unique for every role. The user dashboard let buyers manage their orders, refunds, talk to 

sellers and track the progress of their product deliveries. 

Through their own dashboards, sellers have full control over all of their activities. This 

dashboard let sellers keep an eye on their sales, track orders, manage their products, talk 

to buyers, handle refunds, and make their profiles look real and interesting.  

 

Figure 4.2.5.a: User Dashboard 

A user can see their orders and the update of their order through user dashboard. To get 

the recent update there is a section called ‘track order’ section which helps to give the 

update to user. Users can also chat with the sellers through inbox section. 
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Figure 4.2.5.b: Seller Dashboard 

Admins have full control over the site through the admin dashboard. They can handle 

user accounts, keep an eye on products, keep track of sales and earnings and moderate 

content made by users. To maintain and secure the platform admins can delete any 

product, users or sellers. 

 

Figure 4.2.5.c: Admin Dashboard 
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2.4.6 Search Bar 

A solid search bar at the top of the website makes it easy to find products effortlessly 

using various tags, which made the user experience easier. The search feature used a 

flexible method that let users find products by using different criteria, like keywords and 

categories. This search system makes it easier for users to find the products they were 

looking for, which improves their experience and get them more involved. 

 

 

Figure 4.2.6: Search Bar 
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4.2.7 Wishlist and Cart 

Adding a "Wishlist" option makes the user's experience even more unique and easy. 

Buyers can make a list of products they want to buy, which makes it easier for them to 

make a choice afterwards. The "Add to Cart" feature makes shopping easy by letting 

customers put together a list of products before going to the checkout page. 

 

                  

 

Figure 4.2.7: Wishlist & Cart 
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4.2.8 Live Chat 

The addition of a live chat function improved the level of engagement of users and real-

time assistance provided by the “Multimedia Mart” platform. Any user can send message 

and have a conversion with the seller. Thus, this pre-purchase talk and a post-purchase 

discussion between buyers and sellers can reduce concerns and boost confidence 

accordingly. 

 

 

Figure 4.2.8.a: All Messages 

As the image above, a user can see all their messages from various users in “All 

Messages” section. Below, we can see one to one conversation between users. They can 

send image files in their inbox thus helping the process so much easier. 

 

Figure 4.2.8.b: Live Conversation 
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4.2.9 Product Reviews and Ratings 

User reviews and ratings can be a way to show that a product is authentic. This feature 

makes products more obvious, shows potential buyers more about it, and help sellers to 

get more successful.  

 

Figure 4.2.9.a: Product Rating 

After buying, the user’s work continues with the chance to review and give ratings to the 

items they purchased. This not only helps potential buyers to make smart choices, but it 

also makes the platform feel more like a community. Reviews and ratings that are based 

on real experiences can help sellers improve and build trust among users. 

 

 

Figure 4.2.9.b: Product Reviews 
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4.2.10 Payment Systems 

In order to provide services to a larger audience “Multimedia Mart” has two different 

payment options. Credit card payments enabled safe and quick online purchases for those 

used to using digital payment methods. Cash on delivery, on the other hand provided to 

users who would rather pay when they receive the products. The platform's accessibility 

and diversity are enhanced by this double approach to payment methods, which also 

provided to user’s preferences and saved their time. 

 

 

Figure 4.2.10.a: Shipping Option 

This is the first step of the payment sections. A customer should input their correct 

information to advance to the next step of payment section. 
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Figure 4.2.10.b: Payment Option 

As we can see image above, the customer can choose between two payment options. 

After submitting their correct credentials, the customer can click the submit button and it 

will redirect to success page as the below, which will give the confirmation if their order. 

 

Figure 4.2.10.c: Order Confirmation 
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4.3 Workflow 

 

4.3.1 Planning 

The journey began with an extensive phase of project planning and requirements 

gathering. I took initiative to define the project's scope, objectives, target audience, and 

key features. The goal was to create a comprehensive list of functionalities, user 

interactions, and technical specifications that would serve as a blueprint for the 

development process. 

 

Figure 4.3.1: Roles Interaction  

This diagram represents the flow of actions and interactions between different roles of 

this website including users, sellers, and administrators.  
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4.3.2 Design 

The design part started once it was clear what were the requirements. UI (user interface) 

and UX (user experience) were very important, because the success of the platform 

depended on how easy it was to use and how nice it looked. I used figma to create 

wireframes to visualize the layout, navigation and overall look of the website. These 

wireframes acted as a foundation for the frontend development.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.3.2: Website Wireframes 
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4.3.3 Technology Selection 

Based on the project's requirements, the MERN stack (MongoDB, Express.js, React, and 

Node.js) was chosen as the technology stack.  

 

Figure 4.3.3: MERN Stack 

The choice to use MERN stack was based on the need to make an efficient, flexible, and 

interactive website. MongoDB was used as the database to store data about products, 

users, and transactions. Express.js made it easy to set up the server, the routes, and the 

API. React was chosen because of its flexible user interface, which makes interactions 

smooth. Node.js ran the backend server and handled requests, user identification, and 

real-time features. 
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4.3.4 Frontend Development 

The frontend development process of the "Multimedia Mart" was a key part of how users 

interacted with the platform and how it worked as a whole. React is a well-known library 

written in JavaScript for making user interfaces. It is used by many businesses developers 

to make websites that are dynamic and interacting. Here’s the break down the of frontend 

development process of the "Multimedia Mart" website using various key points: 

 

1. UI/UX Design Implementation 

This is done by using a combination of HTML and CSS to organize and style the 

elements. This includes putting things like headers, navigation choices, product 

cards, buttons, forms, and more in a way that makes them easy to use and shows 

information clearly. 

 

Figure 4.3.4.a: CSS Styles 

 

2. React Component Creation 

Frontend development revolves around React components, which form the 

"Multimedia Mart" website's user interface. Organizing and managing website 

elements is easy with React's component-based architecture. Headers, product 

cards, and checkout forms are contained in each component. 
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Figure 4.3.4.b.: React Components Setup 

In the image above we can see basic setup of all the components of “Multimedia 

Mart” website. This is a very essential structure for frontend development. It 

makes coding easy and saves time immensely. And in the below I’ve given an 

example of a react component and how it looks. 

 

Figure 4.3.4.c.: React Component 
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3. Routing and Navigation 

React Router is a popular tool for handling client-side routing in React apps. It is 

used to handle navigation between different parts of the site without having to 

reload the whole page. By using routes, users can move easily from one part of a 

website to another, but the site still feels like a standard multi-page application but 

in reality, it is a single page application. 

 

 

Figure 4.3.4.d.: Routes 
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4. State Management 

State is a term for dynamic data that can change as a user interacts with a site, 

such as a user's login state, the items in their shopping carts, and their wishlists. 

Redux was used for the process of maintaining and sharing this data throughout 

the application.  

 

 

Figure 4.3.4.e.: State Management 
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5. Integration of API 

The frontend gets info from the backend server using asynchronous HTTP calls 

and tools like Axios. API integration includes getting different kinds of data, like 

information about products, user identities, order details, and more. When a 

person goes to the site, product descriptions are pulled from the database on the 

backend and shown on the frontend. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3.4.f.: Integration of API 
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4.3.5 Backend Development 

The backend is the backbone of the platform, responsible for things like user 

authentication, data storage and retrieval, API endpoints, and component interactions. 

Data such as user profiles, product information, orders, and reviews might be easily 

stored in MongoDB. To protect user accounts and financial activities, authentication 

measures such as JWT-based user verification were deployed. Here’s the break down the 

of backend development process of the "Multimedia Mart" website using various key 

points: 

1. Server Setup 

Backend server setup started using Node.js and Express.js, creating a foundation 

for handling incoming HTTP requests and responses. 

 

 

Figure 4.3.5.a: Server Setup 
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2. Database Integration 

MongoDB is selected as the database system to store flexible data related to 

products, users, orders, reviews and more. To help the program communicate with 

the MongoDB backend, I used Mongoose, an Object Data Modeling (ODM) 

module. 

 

 

Figure 4.3.5.b: Connecting MongoDB 

 

 

3. API Endpoints Creation 

"Multimedia Mart" website's frontend and backend server are connected by API 

endpoints. They set up the paths through which the frontend can ask the backend 

to do certain things or get data. Each API route has a unique URL path and an 

HTTP method (GET, POST, PUT, or DELETE) that relates to the action. 
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Figure 4.3.5.c: API Endpoints Creation 

 

4. File Upload and Storage 

Multer, which is middleware for handling file uploads, was used to handle the 

uploading and saving of product pictures. MongoDB database stores file paths or 

references so that posted files can be linked to their products or users. 

 

Figure 4.3.5.d: Using Multer to Upload 
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5. User Authentication and Authorization 

User authentication is done with JWT (JSON Web Tokens) so that user sessions 

can be managed safely and logins are safe. User roles and permissions are set up 

to give users the right access rights, such as letting sellers handle their products or 

users see their orders. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3.5.e: User Authentication and Authorization 
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        6.  Real-time Communication 

The backend of the "Multimedia Mart" website has an important feature, that is 

real-time communication. This makes it easier for users to get involved and gives 

them engaging ways to talk to each other. I used Socket.io in the backend to 

connect the frontend to the server through WebSocket. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3.5.f: Setting Up Socket.io 
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CHAPTER 5 

FINDINGS & OBERSERVATIONS 

  

Completing this project has been one of the biggest challenges I've faced in my academic 

journey. Developing "Multimedia Mart" website as a solo project was far from easy. 

Throughout the development phase, I encountered numerous difficulties, particularly 

when it came to developing the login and registration pages with the essential JWT 

(JSON Web Token) authentication feature. It was also challenging to develop the live 

chat feature. Implementing a real-time chat feature demanded the integration of 

messaging functionality within the website, considering user privacy and data protection. 

Integrating two different payment options was also a challenge. Designing and 

developing distinct dashboards for users, sellers, and administrators required thoughtful 

UX/UI design. Ensuring that each type of user had access to relevant information and 

features was a complex task & I learned so much from that. Last but not least one of the 

primary challenges was ensuring the security and authenticity of user accounts. 

Implementing a verification system via email confirmation proved to be a critical step in 

preventing fraud registrations. 

 

In this project I tried to covered the gaps that many e-commerce platforms have been 

missing in previous or existing time. For example, many e-commerce platforms tend to 

focus on a limited set of product categories, which may exclude various markets or fail to 

cater to the diverse needs of consumers. "Multimedia Mart" recognized the importance of 

offering a comprehensive range of multimedia-related products. It includes categories 

such as laptops, desktops, smartphones, graphics tablets, AR/VR headsets, cameras, 3D 

printers, scanners, webcams, and accessories. This wide range of offerings distinguishes 

"Multimedia Mart" from competitors by serving as a one-stop destination for individuals 

interested in multimedia technology. Traditionally, some e-commerce platforms have 

favored established businesses, making it challenging for individual sellers to participate 

in the marketplace. "Multimedia Mart" took a more inclusive approach by welcoming 

both individual sellers and well-known shops. This inclusivity encourages a diverse and 
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dynamic marketplace where users can choose from products offered by various sellers. 

By providing a platform for individual sellers, "Multimedia Mart" fosters competition 

and innovation, resulting in a wider variety of products and competitive pricing. Also, 

one notable gap in many e-commerce platforms is the lack of direct, real-time 

communication between buyers and sellers. "Multimedia Mart" addressed this gap by 

implementing a live chat feature. This feature allows customers to engage with sellers, 

ask questions, and seek clarification about products before making a purchase. Moreover, 

it fosters trust and transparency in the buying process, as users can receive immediate 

responses to their inquiries. 

 

Although "Multimedia Mart" represents a significant achievement, there is always room 

for improvement. Such as, enhancing recommendation and data sorting. By continuing to 

better the product recommendation and sorting algorithms can lead to more personalized 

user experiences and increased sales. Adding more payment options, such as digital 

wallets and cryptocurrencies, can cater to a wider range of customer preferences. Also 

expanding the platform's reach to international markets can lead to increased revenue and 

a larger user base. 

 

Looking forward, my plans for the website are far from complete. I aspire to introduce 

additional features such as AR/VR product viewing [17], vouchers, events, and AI-

Powered Customer Support in the future. While I recognize that the outcome might have 

been even better had I worked on this project as part of a group, I'm not disheartened by 

the results I've achieved. My initial vision was to create a multimedia-oriented website 

capable of relating with the features of modern e-commerce platforms. I believe this 

project demonstrates that I've succeeded in realizing that vision & through this project, I 

hope to further establish my capabilities as a MERN stack developer. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

 

The development of "Multimedia Mart," a MERN stack website dedicated to selling 

multimedia-related products, has been a significant achievement in my academic career. 

During the planning, creation, and development of "Multimedia Mart," several key 

features were added to make sure that users, from students to professionals, had a smooth 

and enriching experience. This makes "Multimedia Mart" a versatile and user-centric 

platform that caters to a wide range of people and their multimedia needs. 

 

One of the primary goals of the project was to create a thriving marketplace for 

multimedia products, and "Multimedia Mart" has certainly achieved this objective. The 

website excels in meeting the requirements of both customers and sellers with its 

thoughtful and user-focused design. To ensure the safety and trustworthiness of the 

platform, robust user authentication and seller verification processes were implemented. 

This not only protects the interests of users but also creates an open and secure 

environment for transactions. "Multimedia Mart" stands out not only for its security 

measures but also for the diversity of products it offers. Sellers have the freedom to list 

both used and new multimedia items, making the platform accessible to consumers with 

various preferences and budgets. This extensive product selection caters to a broad 

audience, from students looking for affordable equipment to professionals seeking high-

end multimedia tools. 

 

To enhance the user experience further, the website includes sections like "Best Sellers" 

and "Featured Products." These sections showcase the most popular and newest products, 

engaging customers and aiding them in making informed purchase decisions. The 

responsive design of the website ensures that it functions seamlessly on any device, 

making it convenient for users to shop on the go. Security and trust were paramount in 

the development of "Multimedia Mart." The inclusion of email-based account activation 

adds an extra layer of security and builds trust among users and sellers. Additionally, 
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features such as wishlists, a review and ratings system, and a smart search function help 

consumer navigate the platform efficiently and discover products that align with their 

needs and preferences. Communication is a vital aspect of any online marketplace, and 

"Multimedia Mart" recognized this by incorporating a live chat feature. This real-time 

communication tool enables immediate interaction between buyers and sellers, 

addressing queries and concerns promptly. Such a feature fosters a sense of community 

and engagement within the platform. Administrative control is another crucial facet of 

any successful online marketplace. "Multimedia Mart" has a robust admin dashboard that 

provides oversight on earnings, products, users, and sellers. Admins also have the 

authority to remove any inappropriate content, ensuring that the platform maintains its 

integrity and reputation. This level of control ensures that the platform remains a safe and 

reliable space for all users. 

 

In conclusion, "Multimedia Mart" represents a significant milestone in my academic 

journey and my journey in web development. It has been a project that has taught me the 

value of perseverance and problem-solving. It has ignited my passion for continuous 

improvement and innovation in the realm of web development. The journey of creating 

this platform has been a learning experience, not just in terms of technical skills but also 

in understanding the importance of user-centered design, security, and the complexities 

of running an online marketplace. "Multimedia Mart" is not just a website; it's a 

testament to the possibilities of what can be achieved through dedication and creativity in 

the world of web development. 
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